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Work, t-ball games, swimming lessons, vacations,
lake trips, and bonfires have filled my days and
nights. As I reflect back, I have no idea how the
summer has gone by so quickly. I started this
newsletter with the best of intentions of getting it
published in May, and now it is already August. I
really don’t have any better excuse than I was just
plain busy. Busy at work, busy at home, and busy
trying to get some sleep in-between it all. From
talking with many of you over the past few months it
seems like most of us are busy. Which, lets be
honest, is good for our careers and helps make the
days fly by (sometimes too fast). So I really cannot
complain.
However, as the summer fun subsides and we begin
working full Fridays again, our new fiscal year of
RRVPA begins! With a new year comes new goals for
what RRVPA can achieve.

This fall RRVPA will be concentrating on amending
our committee responsibilities and even adding or
removing some committees. This is so the RRVPA
can function at a higher level and provide more
benefits for our members. With our new committees
we will need the help of our members so that we can
utilize the great skills each of you possess! We will
be discussing the new committees and
responsibilities at our upcoming Annual Meeting
and even holding round table discussions for each
committee.
Keep an eye out for more
information on the upcoming Fall
Seminar and Annual Meeting. See
you all then!

The RRVPA bank account
balance as of May 31, 2016
was $11,077.23

Julie Koppelman

The annual renewal form for RRVPA was due
August 1, 2016.
We currently have a total of
74 members!
•
•
•
•

62 voting members
4 student members
2 sustaining members
6 associate members

If you know of anyone who would be interested
in joining RRVPA or would like information on
our association, please give them my contact
information below.

Amanda Lee

Lisa R. Kilde
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I

n Arkansas, a death row murder conviction was overturned when the defense counsel proved a juror
had repeatedly tweeted about the case mid-trial.

In New Jersey, a mistrial was declared in a child sexual assault case because a juror had done internet
research, printed out his findings and shared them with fellow jurors.

A Michigan juror was removed from the jury, fined $250, and required to write an essay on the Sixth
Amendment because she posted a pre-verdict comment on Facebook announcing the defendant was
going to be found guilty.

Last year in Great Britain, a juror was actually sentenced to eight months in jail for Facebook friending a
defendant in a drug trial.

It seems an increasing number of mistrials are being declared, and convictions and verdicts are being
overturned due to alleged juror misuse of internet research and social media.

JUST HOW BIG IS THE PROBLEM?

After all, trial attorneys will say there have always been instances of jurors doing their own research
outside the courtroom, even though they’re instructed not to. And jurors have always been able to
communicate their thoughts about trial goings on to friends and family, despite admonishments not to
do so.

It’s just that decades ago, if jurors wished to conduct independent research, they had to physically go
somewhere to do it – the public library, or the alleged crime scene, etc. Now they just need Google. And
up until the common use of smart phones, they at least couldn’t share their comments about the trial
with others from the court room itself.

Is use of internet research and social media by jurors mid-trial really a serious problem impacting the
furtherance of justice in the court system? Or have these activities just become another issue for counsel
to use to appeal a conviction or verdict they aren’t happy with?
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WHAT’S THE REAL ISSUE HERE?

We all know that whether in a civil or criminal trial, jurors are instructed not to consider any facts
outside of what they see and hear inside the court room, and not to discuss the trial with friends or
family. But why are these things so important?

They are important because our judicial system relies on the premise that a fair trial results from jurors
forming their verdict based only and entirely upon what they see and hear inside the courtroom. Each
side has an expectation that decisions will be made by jurors based on evidence the parties know about
and have themselves presented.

When jurors do independent research, their decisions may be influenced by inaccurate, misleading or
incomplete information that hasn’t been vetted by the judge or tested by cross-examination.

When jurors exchange their opinions with others in any fashion, whether in conversation, in email, or on
Facebook or Twitter, they risk revealing deliberations before they’re intended to be public. They may
give an appearance of bias, which can call their verdict into question. They may begin a conversation
with others that can influence their decisions.

When jurors entertain information, comments or opinions they gather outside the courtroom, they deny
the parties a fair trial.

WHAT CAN THE COURTS DO?

Model Jury Instructions in most jurisdictions now contain specific admonishments to jurors that they
must refrain from discussing the case in any manner, and refrain from performing any outside research,
including on their computers and smartphones.

New York federal court Judge Scheindlin of Zubulake fame is considering making jurors sign a pledge
promising they won’t use the Internet to research the case and subjecting them to perjury charges if
they do so. At least one San Diego judge has already done this, in high profile cases.

Some courts are considering banning cell phones, Blackberries and other electronic devices in the jury
room.

In California, a new law has made it illegal for jurors to willfully disobey jury instructions prohibiting
them from using electronic or wireless communications, or from conducting Internet research about a
trial. (See Code Civ. P. §§611, 613, 1209, and Penal Code §166) 
Daphne is a virtual litigation paralegal, owner of California-based Drescher ProParalegal, and former adjunct
instructor in the Paralegal Degree program at Empire College. For more information, visit Daphne’s website
http://proparalegal.com where you can subscribe to the free ProParalegal Newsletter full of litigation practice tips
and resources for legal professionals.
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Events
August 25, 2016 – North Region Lunch at Fuji
August 25, 2016 – South Region Location TBD
NALA Certification Application
Filing Deadlines

Exam Window
January 1-31
May 1-31
September 1-30

Application Due
December 1
April 1
August 1

Go to

www.rrvpa.org to
view our
Calendar of Events

OR

Like us on

Facebook

to keep up to date
on RRVPA events!

Ruth Ann
Johnson Court Reporter
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RED RIVER VALLEY PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION
BOARD MEETING MINUTES
April 28, 2016
11:05 a.m. to 11:31 a.m.
Ohnstad Twichell, PC

Andrea Miller
The meeting was called to order by President, Lisa Kilde. Roll call was held and the following members
were present: Magen Pavlicek and Andrea Miller, Lisa Kilde, Erin Nodland, Josh Roaldson, Amanda Lee,
Hannah Gilbert, and Dona Schock. Julie Koppelman was absent.

This meeting was held via tele-conference. Members were able to participate by telephone and/or their
computer. It was very easy to use this system and this will be used as a way for members who are not in
the Fargo/Moorhead area to attend events such as the Lunch and Learns.

The Lunch and Learns will be starting in the very near future. Some individuals who have indicated they
would be willing to be speakers are Pat Monson, Mark Western, Chris McShane and Katie Stearns. There
was also a discussion of in the future having paralegals lead the Lunch and Learns. To comply with the
NALA requirements, the Lunch and Learns will be 50 minutes long. Those who attend will receive a
certificate of attendance to comply with CLE reporting.
Our membership is currently at 74 members.

The Officer Reports for the Red River Review are due to Lisa, via email, by May 16, 2016. There will be a
May 2016 publication of the Red River Review.

The South Region is going to hold a creatively uncorked event for Paralegal Day. The North Region is
going to hold a happy hour type of thing for Paralegal Day. These events will be updated to members via
email.
The committees of RRVPA are defined in Bylaw Article XI. There was discussion of if the Bylaws would
have to be amended in order to form new committees as new committees that actually address our
current needs would be nice to have. There was further discussion of if we change the Bylaws would
they have to be approved through NALA and if it would be easier to just update within the committees.
This will be looked into and discussed at a future meeting.
RRVPA no longer has a PO Box and the mail is being delivered to Ohnstad Twichell.

The sponsorship drive is going to begin in June. All members will be contacted about the sponsorship
drive and volunteers to assist with the drive will be needed.
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On or about July 1, 2016, the membership renewal
applications are going to be sent out by Amanda. The
deadline to return the application will be August 1, 2016.
It sounds like Dona, Magen and Andrea will all be
attending the NALA Annual Conference in Las Vegas this
year.

The next Board Meeting is scheduled for July 28, 2016.
During that meeting, the annual seminar in September
will be discussed.
The meeting was adjourned by Lisa.

The Paralegal Program at Minnesota State University
Moorhead is pleased to announce that it has received
formal notice that the American Bar Association has
granted Re-Approval to the program.
The MSUM
Paralegal Program has been approved by the American
Bar Association continuously since initial approval in
1995. The ABA Re-Approval process involves an intensive
review of the Paralegal curriculum, faculty, students and
resources culminating with a two-day site visit. The most
recent site visit in September of 2015 involved meetings
with faculty, administration, students, staff, graduates and
the Paralegal Advisory Board.

ABA approval is granted to only approximately 78 of the
educational programs offering a four–year paralegal
degree. ABA approval is considered the “gold standard”
assessment of paralegal programs by employers and
students. As one of the few four-year ABA-approved
paralegal programs in the tri-state area, the MSUM
Paralegal Program is proud of the hard work and
dedication put into meeting the stringent standards
necessary to achieve this prominent recognition. 
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Available for the 1st time! The NALA Playback Works Collection.
See the 2016 NALA Conference Complete Listing of Recordings on Page 25 of this newsletter.
Sessions all recorded live at the 2016 Conference are available in 3 packages: Fast Pass, Season
Pass and Flash Drive Works Package.
6 Month Fast Pass Streaming only: $99 (after July 15th - $199)
12 Month Season Pass Streaming & downloading: $149 (after July 15th - $249)
Works Streaming, downloading & USB Flash Drive: $199 (after July 15th - $299)

See more at:
http://www.playbacknala.com/catalog/product/view/id/24828#sthash.VGhkLIYL.dpuf
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The NALA Conference in Las Vegas is
fast approaching! It will be held at the
Paris Hotel July 13-15th. Each year
NALA attendees are invited to contribute
to a charity – this year’s charity is Three
Square. Three Square is a food bank that
provides whole-some food to hungry
people
in southern Nevada. If you feel called to donate to this
charity, please check out their website at
www.threesquare.org and click on the Give Now link.
Please consider leaving a “NALA” comment in their
comment box for tracking purposes. Attendees of the
conference can also donate in person. This is one of my
favorite things about the conference – please consider
donating to this worthy cause. Their website indicate that
$0.94 of every dollar donated goes directly to their food
programs.

NALA offers a variety of continuing
education.
NALA
Campus
and
NALA Campus LIVE! use the power of the
internet to offer continuing legal education
seminars for paralegals and legal assistants
nationwide. These seminars may be used:

Please feel free to contact me regarding any questions you
have about NALA.

NALA Advanced Paralegal Certification
courses and NALA Campus self study
programs are now available for tablets in
the Apple Store, and in Google Play. 

Thinking about taking the CP Exam? There is now an
Online
Study
Group!
Please
go
to
https://www.nala.org/news/cp-online-study-group for
more information.

Dona Schock, ACP

•For general continuing education
•To prepare for the Certified Paralegal
Examination
•To support in-house training programs
for law firms and corporations
•By Certified Paralegals to meet
educational requirements to maintain
the CP credential
•To supplement formal, classroom
instruction
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Reproduced with permission
Originally published by DigitalParalegalServices.com, Sept. 21, 2015. © Digital Paralegal Services,
LLC.
Article by Angela D. Masciulli, ACP, MPS

Significant change is underway in the legal industry. Technology is revolutionizing legal
processes, court functions, and how many attorneys and firms work and manage cases.
Judge and client expectations are evolving with new technologies too. Now is the time for
paralegals to adapt to a rapidly changing legal market, not only to do their best in their
current positions, but potentially expand their career.

Attorneys should also encourage the paralegals they work with to advance their technology
knowledge, as well seek tech savvy paralegals to assist them with their cases. Paralegals
who understand the importance of legal technology in today’s legal market are an asset to
your legal team.
Here are six reasons why technology is critical to your paralegal career no matter your
specialty:

Electronically stored information, more commonly referred to as ESI, was first addressed in
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure decades ago. The most recent significant changes to
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“FRCP”) regarding ESI was in 2006, and more
changes are on track for adoption in December 2015. Although I won’t go through each
change to the FRCP and its impact on ESI and E-Discovery, one message is clear: courts
expect attorneys to know more about ESI and discovery of electronic data than ever before.
Since discovery is the phase of litigation with tasks most often delegated to paralegals,
paralegals must also know more about ESI and e-Discovery to assist legal teams. Numerous
state jurisdictions have also adopted rules regarding ESI. Paralegals must be aware of their
obligations to ethically and professionally assist attorneys under court rules.
Many legal commentators point to one ethics amendment that shifted the legal technology
conversation: the American Bar Association’s 2012 amendment to Comment 8 to Model
Rule 1.1. The Model Rule that influences an attorney’s duty of competence in many states,
was changed to include relevant technical knowledge to an attorney’s duty to be competent
in the law and its practice. ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct 1.6 has long required
attorneys to keep client information confidential, including electronic data. Several states
have similar rules to Model Rule 1.1 and 1.6, but some states bar associations are going
further to specify exact technical skills attorneys must have (or obtain through expert
consultants) to competently represent their clients.
Two states in particular have adopted opinions related to an attorney’s duty to be
knowledgeable about technology. The New Hampshire Bar Association, in Advisory Opinion
#2012-13/4, specifically addressed an attorney’s duty to not only have a fundamental
understanding of technology, but the regulations related to cyber security when cloud
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computing. California’s Formal Ethics Opinion No. 2015-193, lists nine tasks
attorneys should be able to complete individually, with co-counsel, or through
expert consultants, to competently represent clients. More states are developing
similar, specific ethical
requirements that, while directed at attorneys,
may potentially apply to paralegals.

NALA or NFPA certified paralegals conduct must conform to the rules of
professional responsibility for attorneys in the jurisdiction where they assist
attorneys. Various states have their own specific requirements for paralegal
education and competency too, in addition to attorney competency
requirements. Paralegals must align themselves with the proper rules directly
and indirectly governing paralegal ethics and professionalism in the
jurisdictions where they assist attorneys.

The amount of electronically stored information created each day is fueling
many court rule, ethics, and professional obligation changes. The rate at which
the world is creating ESI is almost incomprehensible. It is estimated that the
world sends 60 billion emails daily. Some estimate that nine out of ten
documents created today are electronic documents. Computers today can store
40 million pages of documents, and soon electronic devices will outnumber
people. Again, since many tasks delegated to paralegals concern discovery,
paralegals must obtain the technical knowledge to assist with the exponential
growth of electronic data possible in every case. Processing electronic data,
however, can be expensive. Paralegals should also learn to manage electronic
information timely and efficiently.
Cost is one of the biggest legal technology obstacles to overcome. Legal
technology costs are overall lower than they were a decade ago because of more
flat fee pricing and competition, but processing, storing, and searching
electronic data still make up the majority of case costs. Clients are in the
practice of analyzing bills like never before to keep legal costs down. Clients are
unwilling to pay for time spent on inefficient processes. Since no two cases are
alike, knowledge of a variety of technological tools and processes is also
important to apply to a variety of circumstances. Paralegals who can efficiently
utilize technology in a defensible manner, thereby reducing firm and client cost
burden, are indispensable.
If you have spent more than a week on the job in a law firm or legal department,
I don’t need to tell you that attorneys are slow to change how they practice law.
Rule changes, client expectations, and pervasive electronic data demand a new
legal mindset. Paralegals who are act as technology ambassadors – ready to
assist with electronic data efficiently and compliant with new rules – are highly
valuable to all legal teams. Position yourself now with new technical skills so
when the time arrives to lend your assistance, you can help with the technology
learning curve.
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Increasing your employer/client value can also broaden your earnings potential and career opportunities.
Paralegals are breaking through prior salary and career limits with the help of technology. New
opportunities for litigation paralegals to specialize in e-Discovery now exist, thereby increasing their value
to employers and commanding higher salaries. Legal project management is also an emerging profession
for paralegals. Firms and companies are hiring project managers with legal expertise to execute manage
litigation more efficiently (and at a lower cost), especially concerning e-Discovery. The greatest earnings
potential, however, may exist for paralegals who combine their legal knowledge with advanced technical
skills in litigation support roles. Litigation support average salaries often exceed the top ten percent of
paralegal salaries. Roles in information governance, compliance, and cyber security also present
previously nonexistent opportunities to ambitious paralegals with a technical aptitude.
Now that you have read how important technology is to your paralegal career, you may be feeling a little
overwhelmed. Do not worry, but do not delay learning about technology any longer either.
Here are some next steps you can take right now to integrate more technology in your paralegal career:
• Be proactive and create a plan. Reading legal technology position descriptions and requirements
can be helpful to learn about certifications, software, and skills to set you apart.
• Learn legal technology vocabulary.
• Volunteer to work on cases involving e-Discovery, receive training, and get education.
• Critically assess your own experience for technology skills you may not realize you are applying.
• Accept vendor offers for demos and ask questions.
• Read industry blogs and sign up for free webinars on relevant topics.
• Be willing to invest your own time and money in your career, if necessary.
• Find a mentor. 
Angela Masciulli joined our team of e-Paralegals™ in February 2015 to offer her litigation paralegal skills on a contract
basis utilizing cloud technology, project management tools, and virtual legal resources. At Digital Paralegal Services,
LLC, Angela serves as eDiscovery Project Coordinator and Litigation Support Analyst to develop the company’s services
in this demanding field.
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WHAT IS METADATA?

Personally, I don’t find the standard “data about data”
definition that helpful, do you? But try this on for size:

[M]etadata is information associated with—and made
part of—an electronic document that is not visible in the
normal viewing or printing of that document. (Patrick
Zeller, Technology: Recent cases help evolve guidelines
for producing metadata, Inside Counsel Blog, posted July
29, 2011.)
Word or WordPerfect, Excel, and PowerPoint files all
generate and store a lot of information about a
document’s author, revisions, templates, deleted text, and
more. Even PDF documents contain some metadata,
although much less.

IS METADATA GOOD OR BAD?

Well, the answer is a favorite in the legal profession: It depends!

That’s right, it largely depends on whose metadata it is, and in what context the metadata is likely to be
discovered or reviewed.

CONFIDENTIALITY, PRIVILEGE, AND WORK PRODUCT

If the document is internal to the law office, that means attorneys and staff have likely generated it,
reviewed it, revised it, and possibly commented on it. The document will contain embedded metadata
that records all those events. Perhaps a document has even been reviewed, revised, and commented on
by a client.

In this case, the metadata contained in the document may well fall under any of – or all three of – the
above-listed categories. In that case, an attorney and her staff have an ethical obligation to protect that
metadata from being seen by anyone not directly involved in the client’s representation.

DISCOVERY OF ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION (ESI)

On the other hand, if the metadata is contained in discoverable documents that are relevant to the
claims or defenses at issue in the case, then the metadata is probably discoverable too.

In fact, increasingly parties are including metadata in their discovery requests, requiring that ESI be
produced with its associated metadata intact. Sometimes this is accomplished by producing ESI in its
native format, together with all original metadata. Other times this is accomplished by processing ESI
into TIFFs, and producing them with load files that contain the documents’ original metadata.
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ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS

Image designed by Freepik.com

Attorneys and their staffs have ethical obligations in either case
with respect to handling the metadata associated with electronic
documents.

CLIENT CONFIDENCES

In the case of metadata potentially containing confidential,
privileged or attorney work product information, the lawyer has
an ethical duty to take steps to prevent its disclosure.

An increasing number of ethics opinions have been issued by
state bar associations relating to a sending attorney’s obligations
to prevent disclosure of confidential metadata, as well as a
receiving attorney’s ethical obligations in the event of receiving
metadata that was inadvertently shared.

On the latter issue, there is some disagreement among the states.
However on the issue of the sending lawyer’s obligations, there is
broad agreement that Model Rule 1.6 requires an attorney to
assure that in the process of transmitting electronic documents,
he does not inadvertently disclose his client’s confidential
information.

DISCOVERABLE EVIDENCE

On the other hand, when metadata is embedded in documents
relevant to the issues in the litigation, the lawyer has an ethical
duty to take steps, and to urge her client to take steps, to see the
metadata is not altered, destroyed or withheld from production, if
requested.

In fact in federal court, stipulated orders are becoming
commonplace concerning protocols for producing ESI which
require production of specified metadata. In addition, the issue of
whether metadata should be included in productions of ESI is the
subject of motions to compel, and while the rulings are often very
fact specific, courts are increasingly requiring that metadata be
produced. (See, e.g., Younes v. 7-Eleven, Nos. 13-3500, 13-3715,
13-4578 (D.N.J. Mar. 18, 2015); Nat’l Day Laborer Or. Network v.
United States Immigration & Customs Enforcement Agency, No.
10-civ-3488 (S.D. NY Feb. 7, 2011).)

I hope this newsletter is informative
and enjoyable for all to read. If you
have any suggestions for topics you
would like to see in future
newsletters please contact me. I am
always thankful for your ideas!

Red River Review is published two
times per year: November and May,
by the Red River Valley Paralegal
Association (RRVPA). Submission
deadlines are October 15th and April
respectively.
Opinions
15th,
expressed by authors are those of
the authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of RRVPA.
Articles may not be reprinted
without the consent of RRVPA and
the author of the article.

RRVPA is a professional association
committed to the professional
development and continuing legal
education
of
legal
assistants/paralegals.
For
membership information please
contact your Regional Director or
Second Vice President, Amanda Lee.

Lisa Kilde, Editor
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Reprinted with permission.
Originally published by My Paralegal Place | www.myparalegalplace.com
Article by Jenny Tucker
Most of us are eager to work smarter, not longer—hours. Below are some tips for overloaded paralegals
to help get out of the permanent time crunch.

—— Managing priorities ——

“The key is not to prioritize what’s on your schedule, but to schedule your priorities.”
The truth is probably that most lawyers don't overload their paralegals because they are plotting to
drive them towards insanity. They act in accordance with the pressures that they are under themselves
and some of their demands may be due to their own lack of overview of their paralegals' workload. One
remedy can be to put together a list of all the tasks you have been given. Then, realistically, go through
the list and attach time frames to each of these tasks. Finally, assign numbers according to what you
believe are your boss's top priorities. Then share that list with your lawyer.

The next step is to find the courage to set up an "efficiency" meeting with your boss during which you
will hand her/him your lists and ask if you've accurately numbered the priority tasks. By discussing
how as a team you could handle the overflow, you will likely appear as a problem-solver as opposed to a
problem creator while negotiating what you know you can deliver.

This way you have achieved two important goals: one, you know you are on the same page in terms of
what is deemed most urgent and most important. And two, you know that your boss has a proper
overview of the current state of your workload, which can avoid a situation where new work is piled on
without regard to what is already on your plate.
Focusing on the right priorities can help you work faster and in the end, your boss will be more
appreciative of your work, delivering the results that s/he expects and that you have agreed upon.
Hopefully so!

—— Managing email overload ——

You will never hear someone say that he spent the whole day taking care of voice mail, so e-mail should
not control you in that way either. You have to find the combination that works best for you and your
practice. Some touch each email only once and dispose of it, others only check emails at designated
times of the day.
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You can also develop a schedule, in the morning glance over most emails and addressing only the critical
ones right away, then some hours later, check progress on the critical emails you addressed in the
morning, and half an hour before leaving your office, bulk-clear what has been treated and work on
smaller tasks.

—— Know your productivity limits ——

Most people have a maximum for productivity, and when this limit is reached, total productivity starts to
drop, so make sure you know your limits and those of your boss, too!

Once in a while, when you feel your lawyer is in a really good mood, you can try to remind him that 8
hours of work by a healthy, well-rested paralegal are easily worth 12 hours of work by a tired and
frustrated one! In any case, as working around the clock won't fix the problem of being overloaded, you
can either be clear about your limits (as well as about your productivity and performance) or be set up
for failure in the long run!

Many experts recommend working in segments, with 20 minutes segments being usually a good rule of
thumb. But the best way is to find your own rhythm and schedule. Observe your schedule and notice the
patterns you follow on your most productive days. Then build a schedule around those patterns.

—— Put up boundaries and take breaks ——

The array of ways we connect with each other can sometimes make us want to literally hide in a cave in
order to be able to get work done. So, if possible, on deadline days, try to put up an electronic version of
the “do not disturb” sign, with no logging into social media accounts, no outgoing e-mail (the less you
send, the less you’ll receive), and no phone calls until you're finished.

And if your mind starts wandering, it is usually a good sign that you need a break, just getting up and
going away from your desk for a short while can restore your mental productivity level for the rest of
the day! 

I have learned so much in my career as a paralegal. Most of it I did not learn at school, but the hard way through
trial and error and experience. My goal with My Paralegal Place is to provide paralegals with trusted resources,
timely articles and advice to achieve success and happiness in their careers! I'm an 8 year paralegal and
published writer who just ended my employment at a mid size litigation firm in Kansas City, Missouri. Currently I
am working in a freelance capacity for several firms across the US, and trying to get through the insanity that is
a paralegal's world! I specialize in Toxic Tort, Nursing Home Negligence and Medical Device litigation. I also
organize social group events and am actively involved in the planning and hosting of charity events in the
Kansas City area. Contact me at paralegalplace@gmail.com
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Reprinted with permission.
Originally published by Paralegal Resources |
www.theparalegalresource.com
Image designed by TrueMitra – FreeVectors.com

T

here are many instances when a paralegal will be asked

to locate someone. The attorney may need to find out where
the potential Defendant lives prior to filing a lawsuit, or there
may be a missing witness that is out there somewhere. This
article discusses a few tips to keep handy when initiating a
search.

If you are able to, the first place to start is Accurint. This is a
subscription service that is provided by LexisNexis, and is
widely regarded as the database leader in the legal industry
for finding people. If you know the person's name, last known
address and some identifier (such as date of birth or social
security number) Accurint is most likely going to be able to
find the person you are looking for.
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Check all of the social media sites as well. You could get lucky
and find someone's work information on LinkedIn or
Facebook. This will obviously save you hundreds of dollars on
paying a private investigator to find this out. Even if this data
does not appear to be obvious at first glance, you might be
able to find out where the person lives by reviewing the friend
and comment activity. Photos are invaluable tools as well.
Once you think you have found the city and state where the
person might reside, you can move on to the Tax Assessor's
website for that county to verify ownership of a property.

If you have a last known address or even if you just know the person's full name, check the online
records for the County's Tax Assessor website. These sites will typically list the property address,
owner, and a mailing address. If the mailing address does not match the property address, this could
indicate that the owner is renting out the property and lives elsewhere. You can then move forward
with your search in the jurisdiction that matches the mailing address.

Some other great free online research tools can typically be found on your state's Secretary of State
website. You can data mine these sites to pull voter's records, Registered Agent and Company Officer
information, and even see if someone maintains any sort of professional license. All of these categories
will typically list the person's name and an associated address.

Lastly, if the person has a website or blog, do not forget to run the IP address through a free website
such as: http://whatismyipaddress.com. This will tell you immediately what city the person is in.

Living in this day and age, it is very hard for someone to not leave an electronic paper trail. If you do not
have access to a paid subscription service that will locate people, there are many other ways that you
can go online and search for people for free. Play detective for a few minutes, and you may find that you
are able to locate the person your attorney is looking for without incurring additional case costs. If you
are unable to find any online traces of the witness, your attorney may conclude that the defendant is
judgment proof or that the witness is purposefully hiding, both presenting their own unique set of
issues.

If you would like more information on the topic Paralegal Resource is hosting a live webinar on June 29,
2016. If you are unable to attend the live webinar, they will also have materials you can purchase our
their website. Visit http://www.theparalegalresource.com/live-webinar/399091 for more information.
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RED RIVER VALLEY PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION
BOARD MEETING MINUTES
July 28, 2016 11:14 a.m. to 11:54 a.m. Ohnstad Twichell, PC

The meeting was called to order by President, Lisa Kilde. Roll call
was held and the following members were present: Magen
Pavlicek, Andrea Miller, Lisa Kilde, Amanda Lee, Hannah Gilbert,
Dona Schock, and Julie Koppelman. Erin Nodland and Josh
Roaldson were absent.

The Annual Fall Seminar was discussed. This is going to be held
in September in Fargo. Plans for the location and speakers are
still being made.

W.T. Butcher &
Associates Ltd.

Legal Media of
Fargo-Moorhead

The Lunch & Learn events are still being worked on. We are
hopeful to have about one per month starting in the new fiscal
year. Dona will also be checking into webinars that are provided
by NALA.
We currently have 74 members. The membership drive is
currently going on and members are to have their renewals for
membership in to Amanda by August 1.

The sponsorship drive will be starting on August 1st. All of the
Board Members will assist with the sponsorship drive. We are
hoping to have all of the sponsorships in before the Annual Fall
Seminar. Julie will be updating the sponsorship information to be
sent out this year.

It may be necessary to make some changes to our committees.
Erin reviewed how to change our Committees. We need to have a
meeting with RRVPA with a vote to change the committees. Any
changes then need to be reported to NALA within 60 days. There
was discussion of eliminating the Nominations and Elections
Committee and just making the job of this committee a duty of the
Secretary. Legal Assistant Day might also not need to be a
committee making the job of this committee the duties of the
Regional Directors. Some potential new committees that were
discussed were volunteering, outreach and member benefits.
There will be continued discussion to determine how the
committees are divided, what committees are needed and which
committee is responsible for what activities.
The Red River Review will be published again at the end of July.

Julie provided the Board Members with the financial information
for the end of the fiscal year. There was discussion of again
making a donation to a non-profit. Animal shelters were
discussed. If anyone has any idea, please let the Board know.
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Once college starts again in the fall, we will again be working with
the students to continue the mentor program.
The meeting was adjourned by Lisa.

PRESIDENT……………………………….………………. Lisa Kilde
Ohnstad Twichell, P.C.
lkilde@ohnstadlaw.com

NORTH REGION………………………………,,, Magen Pavlicek
Morley Law Firm, P.C.
mpavlicek@morleylawfirm.com

CO-FIRST VICE PRESIDENTS………………..…Josh Roaldson
Ohnstad Twichell, P.C.
jroaldson@ohnstadlaw.com
&
Magen Pavlicek
Morley Law Firm, P.C.
mpavlicek@morleylawfirm.com

SOUTH REGION………………………………. Hannah Gilbert
Ohnstad Twichell, P.C.
hgilbert@ohnstadlaw.com

SECOND VICE PRESIDENT…………………… Amanda Lee, CP
Stefanson Law Firm
amanda@stefansonlaw.com
SECRETARY…………………………………........... Andrea Miller
Traynor Law Office
andrea@traynorlaw.com
TREASURER…………………………………… Julie Koppelman
Ohnstad Twichell, P.C.
jkoppelman@ohnstadlaw.com
NALA LIAISON……………………………Dona Schock, ACP
Catholic Health Initiatives
donaschock@catholichealth.net
PARLIAMENTARIAN……………………………….. Erin Nodland
O’Keefe, O’Brien, Lyson & Foss
erin@okeeffeattorneys.com

EDUCATION………………………......……………Josh Roaldson
jroaldson@ohnstadlaw.com
&
Magen Pavlicek
mpavlicek@morleylawfirm.com
FINANCE & AUDIT..…………………............. Julie Koppelman
jkoppelman@ohnstadlaw.com
MEMBERSHIP………………………………………. Amanda Lee
amanda@stefansonlaw.com
NEWSLETTER & PUBLIC RELATIONS……….......... Lisa Kilde
lkilde@ohnstadlaw.com
NOMINATIONS & ELECTIONS………………….. Andrea Miller
andrea@traynorlaw.com
LEGAL ASSISTANT DAY…………………………………. VACANT
MENTOR PROGRAM………………………………Dona Schock
donaschock@catholichealth.net
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Page 10

2016 NALA ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND EXPO
Sample any session and view available PDF handouts!
Use the easy Playback Interactive Guide

playbacknala.com/4561guide
Individual sessions available for purchase online!
NOTE: Handouts will not show until after recording has been purchased or access given.
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A Basic Guide for Paralegals:
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 ssential Skills: Written
E
Communication
Virginia Koerselman Newman,
Esq.
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 inding Clues and Solving
F
Mysteries in Real Estate Due
Diligence
Douglas Champion

29	The Law of Music

Ethics; Confidentiality; and
Privilege
Thomas E. Spahn
11	
Advanced Legal Aspects of a

Feature Film
John W Mashni
12	
Anti-Money Laundering

Kacy Drury
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13	
Attorney-Client Privilege Boot

Camp for Paralegals
Thomas E. Spahn
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 ommunicating with Charisma
C
Cynthia L. Patterson
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Introduction to Legal Aspects

of a Feature Film
John W Mashni
Showcasing the Value of a
Paralegal
Alicia Mitchell-Mercer;
Susan G. Randolph

Richard Hahn
16	
Dissecting Provisions of Purchase

17	
Essential Skills: Judgment

and Legal Analysis
Virginia Koerselman
Newman, Esq.
18	
Essential Skills: Legal Research

Virginia Koerselman
Newman, Esq.

John W. Mashni
30	
Top 10 Apps for Paralegals

Kenneth E. Berger
31	
Using Technology to Implement

Systems, Eliminate Disruptions,
and Maximize Quality WorkProduct
Kenneth E. Berger
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Legal Project Management—

15	
Copyright Law and the Internet

and Sale Agreements for Real
Property; Leases and Lease
Abstracts—Not Just Another
Billable Hour
Susanne Zabloudil

 ow to Put on Fantastic Seminars
H
Laurie Vik; Mindy Ware


Technology
and Ethics: Making
Sure What Happens in the Cloud,
Stays in the Cloud
Kenneth E. Berger

Edward C. Norton, II

24	
Negotiating Provisions

of Financing Documents;
Demystifing Title Policies and
Endorsements
Susanne Zabloudil
26

 ports Litigation Legal
S
Considerations
David E. Rich

27	
Sports Litigation Updates &

Trends
David E. Rich
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